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4.am__ \.: -... ,.TheT xehamena Early Education'Program

The Kamehameha Early7Education PrOgrak (KEEP):. is a reseatch:;nck

development program of The Kamehameha SchoOls/Bernice Estate'

The mission of. KEEP is the development, demonstration, and diSaemination

Of methods for improving the education of Hawaiian and Part-LHawait.ian

children. These activities are conducted at the Ka Na'i Pond Research,

and Demonstration School, and in. public...classroomaAn cooperation with
.

1r
the State Department'of Education.7- KEEP PtojeCts,,and'Octivities'in'Vobre.

many-aspectof the eAutational, ptOcess, including. teacher training,

curriculum development, and child motivation,;language;-aiid cognition.

More detailed descriptions of KEEVa histOry.andoperations are presented;

n Teo nical Reports #1-4. /
/1-c-
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Technical RepOr't #50

An'.Analys4 OfOtal:ReadingErro

For IMproveMentof Reading Instruction
.

and Its Implications

Kathryn H.

The analysis of oral, reading errors offers much promise

reading.proceSS (Weber, 1968): In.PertiCulati3Oral reading error an lysis

logy reflect the, relative importan4 andUsefulneSsiof strategies associated

Au*

4

for study of the

with various stages of reading'acquiSition. Although they might be particularly

.revealing, few studies 'nave expIored,differenceS!in the oral reading errors

rade by good and poor readerS.- Weber's (1968) review of more then:30 studies

of oral reading errors cited only two ,in this category. .College students

Were° the Subjects din both studies, with test scores used to identify' good

And poOcAreaders. -Fairbanks (1937) and SWanscin X1937) both found that

7r5rs-:'eff: od4

*errtn40 f.poor

,

madE.slx times.

'readersrately changedthemeaning of passages, whereas

readers often did, .Fairb nks also found that poor readers

1

the

the

as Lilly hesitation's as good readers and ,corrected only 7% of

theirarrors, as opposed to 19% for good readers.

-----47,(1967,, 1964) studied the oral reacting errors made by 100 New
. , 0

Zmagruichilslren,.each.followed E6r: d year between-their fifth and sixth
.1

birthdayS. On the'basis of.soores.on'a wordtrecognitiontest, children were

.categorized `as High (H), High Middle (HM)0,oW Middle (LM), and Low (L).

There were significant differenCesA.n.the-error ratios, dtathe four groups;

the median, child in the high group made one error in every 37.29 words, as

*Thanks' to Ldu Ann Wooddell and,Doris Crowell, for,theirebsistance and adVice.'
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compared, to the median child in fiche lot/ group, who Made one. error in every:
. . .

,

2.58 iairdS. The groups also differed in self-Carrection ratios, the .8 group

correcting onei.n every threeertors, the HM .group one in fours'-'the tM..group

one'in eight, andthe 1,,group(only one in 20.
.;" -

Weber (1970) found that.. students ih high and low.reading groups in two
4 !

'1.firstgrade classes did not differ significantly in terms of percent of

grammatically acceptable oral reading errors. However, while. the low group

did not. correct 58 percent of error's that Were not grammatically acceptable,

the. high group;611ed to correct only, 15.pe'rcent of these eirOrs.'

Cohen (1975) analyzed.the oral reading errors of 50 first grade Children

over a period of eight mon ths. In the first months both good and poor readers

showed many "no response" !errors. Over the eight, monthsgood readers
0

progressed froM the unorespons01 stage to the in which they made.predominatly

nonsense errors, and later to another.characterized by many snbstitutions.

Poor readers, over the same time period, showed a slower increase.in nonsense

errOrs'concommitantwith an increase in substitutions. 'Cohen found that poor

readers continu d to- use letter cues, while good7readers apparently developed

an ability' -'to use semantic cues.

`In:the present study,.we investigated strategies used by good_versus poor

,readers by analyzing thq, oral reading errors of a group of second grade.

students.

The data collected were examined for information bearing on the. folloWing

4''
questions:

Are patterns of errors-evident? Significant correlations b etween

diffeient'dategories of errors would show

-

that the children relied on certain
,

idntifiable strategies in 'dealing with difficult or uninown words. The

assumption here is that the use of particuIerwsti-ategies willbe reflected in

Consistent patterns of error.

S '
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2. What:arethe preferred-strategtes of -good and Toor!readerS?-

and poor. readers, as measured by scores on the datesMacGinitie reading tests

(1972),'Oan be ex-Petted to differ in number or percent of erro slmade in

Certain categories:: In particular; they may differ:in the extent to--which

they rely on the use of '63nteivor visual.7phonic cues.

Good

3. When dais for ,all children are grOuped,.do certaintypes of errors.

occur lore frequently than others, and, If so, what imOliCations are there
.

for improving the childrerilS readineprogram?

Method

Setting

A study carrel with high walls on three sides was set up,against one
1

wall of a:classroom. The carrel was deep enough so that:a child seated within

it was not able to.'see outside and could feel that he.was in:a separate space.

A Sony TC-1I0A tape recorder was placed in the Carrel.: The- microphone con-

nected to the tape recorder had a.--remote switch ,which the children wire

,

taught to operate. All audiotapes were made by the children somdtime

their regular morning', reading class.

during

Stimulus materials 4 .

The materials were stories' taken from thret basal reading texts.

all designed to be read at the beginning of second grade (my City frOm the

Bank Street Readers, Enchanted Gates from the MacMillan Reading Program

prepared by Harris, and Clark, and More Power from the ScOtt-Foresman New %,

0pen Highways series). None of the°materials had previousiy been.used in

the children's school. Each book was divided into four sections, and the:

\
'first and last stories in each Section were selected fOr use in thestud

The stories were retyped so that ell would appear in the sarge,YPA! ace and ,



-
- format, and withoUt..any 41usthfions,

%.._

.The first two stories from each book

vite used, then the second two otories from all.of tie books,-and so on. The

.

. t. .

.%

,

a .. .

.r

pages of the story to be- ead each dax were put 14.a three-ring binder whteli'

r

50-4

was placed in the study carrel next to the tape recorder.

In -order to make an accurate comparison'between good and poor ready',

all children read the sane stories. Any given sel ion was thus easier for

some children to
A
read than it was for others,'and good and poor readers could

be discriminated by their performances. An alternati".6 method is to have

the child read at his own instructional level., as Cohen. (1975) did,-but
,

.....

.

theproblem with this
'.

approach is that distinctions'between.good and poor
4.

1...

readers are obscured when Childrdnrlead at their own level.

Presumably(when the proper instructional level is determined, !every child

"average"

ects
)1/4

The subjects were 15 part-Haw lian second grade students ih the top r,ad-

inggroup of a.combined first and second grade three-on-two crass room. Th irteen

of these children were girls, two boys. 'All of the children.were being taught

with the Ginn 360 basal reader series. In this series, ala_ were reading

alSove the.beginning second grade level, the level of the texts to be read,

at the time the study began in-the spring.

Procedure

Or the first day of the study, the children's reading teacher read

them a set of instructions that.had been ,prepared (p the expetimenter. The

children were informed that they would be going;into tharrel one at a time

to-tape record their reading of the s .ry they would

A listof their 'names was on the outside of the

nd in thefolder.'Jr
ref, and when a

child had finished his turn, he/was to call the next pe on oh.the fist. The

a.



use of the tape recorder was explained and.demonstratedby the teacher. The. '
1 4 /

children were also td1d,thatthere w6Uld he times airing thecoming weeks

when ,they would have chance,tojistenito the tapes

%,

.

The only specific, instructions egardin reading of the stories concernei
1,

.

e ildren were encouraged.to guessdealing with unkndwn or difficult words.
. .

.the,Word couldn9t-take a4uess, tslskip the word ando w

go on../hel.r;tTueti3Oni3.eis0 emphOlzed tr the, teacher would not be. able to

help them with anymifi;thg'W4ds: :EheSe instructions weregiven to ensure. an

adequate sample of teading:by each child becaug. the children were accustoMed

to teacher prompting ar67:sistance; it was belielAd,that they might stop' nd
,

7
A! .

not continue when they encountered words they,weitte not'able to identify by
I .,; , 1

sight The Instructions were.given,dhaYon the-first day (data from the first
.1

. .:

day were not included in the,analyti4).and were; not repeated although the1;stucl
.,

L - ' , -..-.,
.

-continued for two Months.'

7wo'changeS Were made after the study began,, First; the: amount ofjtext was

Lessened to ensure that all `children ;present would have a turn. in theref.
.

eac.4 day.Second, the order-theAchildren followed in,taking:their tur a was

reversed. during the last two'of the eight, weeks of the study to make Ce, tain
'

I

4

that a.sufficient number of readings by children briginallrat the endlof

the list was obtained.

Data collection. .Onlya selected pOrtion of the story read-each day

was scored for analysis'. The first two sentences of the page constituted

a warm -up, and the neXtten sentences Immediately following were theni5cored

for errors. Errors in reading any portion of the text other than these

:sentences were not scored.

A sample of ten days of each child's reading was scored Stories from

days on which theFe were acceptable readings from at least 10 of the 15
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, .

childten.were scoredLfirst. Then additional recordings by childrefi for whom

. ...,
there was an'insufficient num r of readings'were obtained from tapes fordays

oft which there Were. acceptable readings by the largest nuMber.of thesechpAren.j

: Certain story readings were not deemed Acceptable for scoring.laccasion- (
.. -. . .

) 4 .

. - , l , 'N,
ally 'a child would skip, apparently intptIonally, -a number of sentences

within the story; a story reading was notscbred if ore than.tWo. of theten

sentences had been skipped. Afew Tildren mumbled, and Slurred words when

to.the.Scarer,' storyreading; J.f more than- two spnten0s..were inaudible
4 A.

reading alabWasnot s' a-Claition,
,

of e ten sentettes to

bescore14; ,,,pff-b cause of MeChaftiCal fficu4ies*orithe child'

s 1

reaching the en of th- cassette, these readings were motpsed.
.. `-

.

In order tO devel p a/system_for,Cafegorizing the oral reading errors,
,,

data from a pilot ere Anatyld Ana-the most frequently:oCcuning,categories-,
.

errors Were retai ned and more clegily defined. .,Eleents of category_

clefintti.Onsusedby-Bl.e.milXer- (1970); 14?""(196§). Kagan "(1965) And

(1966) were-inborporaeed. 'ErrOra were scored according to the Code.presented
.

in Table I. The categbries grou0d.accotding'to whether the error made

shoys,1) use Of context only, 2) use of,vraual-phonic inforiaatibn Only,
, .

)
3) bOth; or.4) neither.

Co for Oral Reading Errors

1.: Errors showing use of context only.

a. 641eaningful substitaion

The wardsubstItutedMakes sense in-the contextt.of the

does not start with the same le r as the word in the
NC

Example: Today, is Tuesdar,.ereac Today ,is. Wednesday.

sentence.

r

text.

1

ti



b. In on

extra-wo not in thektext, bUt

pf theNentencifs, added: -Exalliple:-
- ,

I.bought candy. AA ,

, - A a ,

.- Brecirs.showing use Of visual-phonic information

onsistent.With the context--

4'

I bought ,s me Candy-for

y

'Partial identity substitution,3=-nonmealkin

:II,

`The word substituted hekins`. with the -same- letter,,.s?s
I L,

. ..,

. the textlmt dOs
1,a

not mike -,sense the
.

,

j

ErrOis ghowing:use of both context'' -kJ

the:wordjd

text' of the:sentence.
bJ.

ual-,phOnid information...,"
..

Partial ide tity substitution--meningful!
.

Thp word,sUbstituted begins Withothe.saWletter-ae-thA word in

the teXt-and'also makes:sense,in the:context of the sentence.

'Exampl,e.: ...Bii14.1.0 here,-!, for Bill-is-home.

b..'.Self-torrdEtion
-,Y
1'

}-',
1 1. .r

. ./
4A:Inistaice.lsmade andthencorreCted or,.parts.-of a

'J I ,.

a4ellpted before. the whole Word is, .read correctlY::

,, --..

'Repetition ..

'

IN
.,

.. .
yi...:

The word in tile,text is read correctly first and hen

-

I

Word ate

repeated.

.

Stutteis or partial re:7.4gling:;6f the,vOrd are Tot counted:

Every complete word tepeated is couhtedL

only if less than a sentence repeated.

I

0114r hesitation if hoth!Pccur:.

d. Hesitation
Ar

Tbere is .a

as one error and

jltepetition

paAq leastfire seconds, before

.

but it. is eventually read correctl:
. 1

4.' Errors showing use of neither.

Nonmeaningful substitution-

the

scored

priority

word is read,



e 4ord. substituted

enpence.and also cities

word in the text.
.

Omission "

_ .

does not makeSense in the context' of the

not,start.with the :same' etter as

word is deliberately/Or accidentallyomitted or, ties word-ts

Anaudible.Q' Ot issione are natsco'red if there is a possibility

of,scoring an thevIcategtry.

Only'one error was scored for each word ip the text.
. )

Fore example, if a
/

.,

child repeated a woid more than once, only a single rePetipion was scored.
A

4. '

,.
_ ..

If different types of errors were made on the same word, only}' the first error
.,.10 :.

.

. . 4

made was scorecL !Thus, if the- child made a nOnmearititiful substitution and

thewchanged-histeading of .the same word to a prtial identitymeaningful

substitution, only the giret error (the nonmeaningful substit4ion) was

.

. ..

scored. P

\ .

.Each reeding Wasscbred by.tif0 dr the-three persons trained
-
in the use, of

(,, ..

the code for oral reading errors. The protbcola:vere then compared and

discrepancies resolved by discussion if the two scorers had recorded the same

.error but disagreed onAts'proper categorization, or by relistening to the
. .

tapes'to settle disagreements aboyi whether or nottan errs had occurred.

'Data analysis. After ten samples Of each student's r I reading had been

spOredithe number of- errors per child in the nine.categOr es was computed',

as *ell as the total number of er rs. made, IndividU oral reading

errors were

errors in each of the'riinecategortes. This

also conyerted to percentages*of total errors represented'by

cOversiop was made in order to

represent. more accurately the performance of the children who' made fewArTors



--Resuitaand Dismission

Correlations 'between categories of errors
A

. Total errOrs made by subjects in the nine:oategoriei were correlated to

oeveal, relationships' among the categorieS: ,Partial Identity nOnmeaningful:
1 . % e\

1

apbstitutionsswere foundA.o.be correlatea with errors in three categories:-

nOnmeaningful substitutiona(tho=.9,,JK1.01),-partial identity meaningful
,

subst ;tut ions (rho= . 71 , pe,": .01) ajd Omissions (rhO= . 54 ,'- p"<91). There
.

.. .

..

_ .

was alsoa. !yhCorrelatiOn.between nonmeani4ful"substitutions and partial.
0 .

Identity meaningful substitutrions (rticr.75, Pocz.01). .Another grOup of error
-

categories anong whickip47gnifiCanteorrelatioyis were found centered around

heaitatiOns,Vhich were-related torepetitions-rho=.53, p<.%05) and .

'..meaningful'aubstitutimis ,(rho=452, p<.05).
0 --

The kinds of errors found in'the first group of.Categories (paAial
°

identity nonmeaningful substitutions, partial identity Meaningfiii:substi-
,

- tutionsinontheaningful substitutiOns,i and omissions) all reflect abSence of

the use of Context cues. An the other:hand, errors in. the second group

repetktioni, and meaningful Substitutions).shOW effective upe

of conteXt . Although use,Of visual- phonic irifornatiOn:may play a part in

hesitation and repetition errors,
V
errors-in:these to categories'are still

istent with th) context of the sentence. In'fact, hesitation and '''''

epetitibnerrors show that a child is able to resolve a problem without

AlOring thetexi, although he mar have sOmeAnitial difficulty.

When the data were Analyzed by percent of errors in,the different

categories, only,one significant correlatiOn was found, a negative

relationship between self-correctionspnd omission's (r4o=-,45,ip<:,05).'

This result shows thdt children who corrected a\highpercent of their own'
.

. ,-'
errOrs7rarely made omissions; and vice Versa. Children who had the ability'

12
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.

.to,:m4e'sself'-cnireetionsapparently Made consistent use of this strategy,

50-10

while chil4X'enwho possessed this Abilityto a lesser extent

:';omiii:,many*Xds text. 1 .q

tended simply

.

In swabs examination. of significant correlations among categories

revealed,three Patterns- f) errors.. The first pattern-reflected a strategy
. -1

on the use of Context. cues-. Finally, the.only.
. .

use of victual - phonic information, while the second one centered

correla-

',-opntered ()lithe.

sq
consistent,

. . . .

significant negative
- .

tiOn showed that ehildren,were in using either a strategy of Self-

-correctipn or qmissione,but not both.

to

Differences tetw91120(j and poor readers

The sub3eCts were divided into twogfaps, according to whether, their
'A

total score on the Gates - MacGinitie Reading Test, Primary B, f41 above or below

the mean for the group (i=43.60,'_r6,23, the range was from the 3. 9 to the 1.3

level in vocabulary, from the 4.3 to the 1.5 level in comprehensioA).- The eight

children whose Scores were above the mean were grouped together as 760e

readers, while the seven whose scores were below "poor" ,the mean made tip the

readers. The data were then analyzed to determine Whether the good and poor

readers as groups differed in percent of errors geries.made in the nine cote

Becauseof th imall size of the sample, both parametric (independent t- test)
o

and nonparal tric tests (Mann- Whitney U) wire used, SigrAficant differences
i

were revealed in the percent of errors made by good and poor readers in the

categories listed in Table 2.

The results indicate differences in the reading strategie§ favored by

good and poor

tion, as seen

readers. Poor readers tended to rely on visual-phonic 4.11forma

in their significantly higher percentage of partial identity

nonmeaningful s ubltitutions (to-2.44, 2X.05),,. They differed from good readers

even more in percent of omissions (t=-2.87, 11<:.02), often showing a lack of any

effective strategy: The most significant difference between the two

1.3

groups was in
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Table 2

.-Comparison..-04-Eirors Made by. Good -and. POor Readers

Good Readers' Poor Readers'.
Category of Error, Mean Percent Mean Percent

t
(df =13) p. (nr7, n2a ) p.

Partial identity
nonmeaningful
substitutions 15.20 26.42 -2.44 .05 9 .014

Repetitions 19.03 10.90 13 .047

Omissions /
' 10.61 29.97 -2.87 .02 8 .010

Self-cotrections' 23.12 9.92 3.99 .01! .003

percent'of errors self-corrected,(1.9 v:7.01). Cood readers frequently

corrected their own errors,'but Poor readers rarely did so., Good readers

Also made significantly.more repeiNtions (U=13, p...047)-. Repetition errors

apparently mark places in the text where gOod readers experience momentary'

difficUlty,1Which they quickly resolve.

The data:Were further analyzed to determine whether goodand poor readers,

as previously defined, coulcPbe discriminated by looking at percentages of
.,

. . ,

errors made in the nine categories. For this r ose the children were divided

into high-and low groups for. each category, determined by whether they had

a higher or lower percentage of errors than'the group mean for,that category.

The total Gates scores of the subjects in the resulting groups were then

Compared to see if there was a significant relationship between children

,high or low in specific error categor s and children high or low in level

' of reading achievement. Categories in whibh significant differences were

found'are shown in Table 3.

The process evidently works in reverse as we4, because good readers

7 can be discriminated from poor readefS by looking, at the percent of oral

readingerrors made in the three categories below: partial identity nonmean-

ingful substitutions, omissions, and self-corrections.

14



Table 3

I
,

Category of Errors Discriminating Between Good and Poor Readers

Group High Group Low Group t # of 11. of

Category. , Mean 70 Mean 70 Mean 'Z ILL! lows

Partial identity'

nonmeaningful.

substitutions 10.67 39,71 47.00 -2:73 .02 9.5 A2

0M188i0118, 19,65 38,00 47,33 j -4.21 .001 0 .002

Self- Corrections , 16 97 . 47,11 .38,33

*two-tailed

3.68 .01 . 1,5 .002

L

d

4

+:;



Use of context
,

a'd visual-phonic cues

5 0 -13

a
Categori s were combihed to deterrOWthe Tetcent of total errors which

showed use o context, orwere consistent with the context of the sentence.
,

Errors in /the following categories fit this criterion: meaningful substit -
/j

tions, intrusions, partial identity meaningful substitutions, self-corrections,
(.

.- 4

repetitions, and hesitations. When errors in.these were grouped

tOgether:they accounted lor 45..13% of all errors made. Good readers, as

preik&sly defined, showed ,use,of context in .71A2% of their errors, while

p or readers used context in only 37.58% of their errors,. a highly signifi-

cantcant difterrce (t=6.91, ilt;.001).
..

i
.

.;

.

, .

Percent of total errors.a owing use of visual - phonic` information was

&ind by .combining the two kind of partial identify errors This showed that

the children used viaual-phOnid information in 38.19% of their errs, with
1

17.82% of gOod readers'. errors and 32.41; of the poor readers' errors captfirring.

in the partial identity categories. Again the, differenceibetween the two

groups is significhnt 11<,02)..

This-percent of total errors showing use of context, 4543%, is

extremely low when compared to the findings of Clay,(1968) and. Weber (1970).

Clay reported that 72% of all substitution r/made bher 'sample of New

Zealand first graders were granniaticallyaccePtabie.4 Weber compared the oral

reading errors'of children at different levelt* reading achievement in two
, .

first grade classes in terms of use of(pOceding Verbal context. In the first

class, the high group showed use of context 91.31% of their errors, the
1

low group in 88.91% of their errors. In the second class, the percentages

were:" highlgroup, S7.5%; middle group-.87'.0%;'and low group, 89.4%.

Even given some differences In. the way errors were coded and data
. ,

;

analyzed in-these two studies and the'present one, thd KEEP ohiidren, a
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ye4rrOr more older than Subject's in the Clay and leber'studies, almost

certainly ahow much less reliaface on,ConteXtual cues. .tn,contrast, the

percent of errors showing use of visual - phonic informatioiG 38.19%, is.-
..,
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comparable to the 41% figure repeorted by Cl,ay (1968).1 Themain difference
e.

'in reading skills between the KEEP students' and the subject in these other

studies appears to lie in proficiency in using;context. Exactly why the

KEEP students appear to b-e'so much less skilled in this respect is not

clear. Although one Ijor-factOr is that.their reading curriculum was, one'

jwhich emphasized decoding skills, the two classes stUdied,by. Weber also
a;

used curricula which covered many such skills.:

Types of error's and teaching implications a
/

r
Table 4. shows the' mean number of errors in each category,. across all

, f . .

.

subjects.. The-first five types:of errors-7omissiOns;'partial identity

nonmeaningful substitutions; partial identity meaningful substitutions,
. . ,

, .

, . ,
repe tit ions; self-correctionr-occUrred with much greater frequency than

errors in the last four. categories.

D , I

The mean percent of errors in each category for all subjects is listed

in Table 5.' The figurea were.derived by Summing.the eriors in each.category
,

for individuals across the ten readings scored, and then finding the percent

of total errors by that.subject accounteld'for'bY,errors in'each category:

Percentages for all subjects were then grouped and mean percentage figure&

computed: Once again, the 'same five typesi.of errors predominate, although
,e(

not inexactly the same order as when data were analyzed before conversion

v-

'Clay's criteria for ilassifying errors in this area were much broader than
.:thoseqused in this study. The partial.identity categories'uded here included
only etrorS which began with the same letter as the word inyle test sentence,
while Clay's criteria included errors With.the same beginning, ending, Or
'medial letters as the word in the ext, as well as errors in which the'word,,
in the, text was reversed, or in whichJthefirst letter of the error was
the same as the last letter of the word in the text.'.

-c



Mean

Omission

Tble 4

ber off, Errcirs ly bates
Paiial Identity Norimeaningful

Partial IdentitMeaningful,

epetition

Vonmeanifigful Substitution

y

37.47

32.27

21,00

19.47

18.47

6.80
.

. /
Meaning titutionful Subs 2-4-47

, .

Hesitation 1.67.

4ntrrion

N=15

Table75

Mean Percent of Errors by Category

0.47

Partial Identity Nonmeaningful 20.67.

Omission
9 19.65

Self-Correction 16.97

Pattial Identity Meaningful, 16.19

Repetition 15.23

NonmealIngfA Substitution 3,94

Meaningful Substitution 2.18

Hesitation 2.04

Intrusion
;0.74,

N =15

19
lt-
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to percentages.

The data in Tables 4 and 5 shOw a pre

50-

n.

ominance omiss ne, partial'

identity nnnMeaningful substitutions, par i 1 identity meanin fui'eubstitu-,

tions, repetitions, and self-corrections

grouped by total number and bvpercent of
:..

Overall, this group Of children would probably baileOt iff mire time were

d ,

w en Bata for all su j ects are

ors in injeach Category.

L '!/7

devoted to teaching--them to, uge.-cOntext cues Moteleffettively.7Most

understand how tcivtise visual-phonic information, but 'ili,contrast haire little

skill in usingTbonext., Once this cofitextatrateiiit strengthened. through

4 1-

. instruction:, more essing. f wo'rds using both context and visual-phonic

\ cues could:be encouraged, thus reducing the number of-amiasionst This

combination of strategies approach has been hAvOcated by SM (1973)..

The prevalence of repetitions and'aelf-corrections,can be interpreted

as Stfavorable-sig.ti. Both show that the child might have been experiencing

some difficulty, with the text; but ended in making only a minor error

since the mistake would ii no way have'- changed the meaning of the written text.

Conclusion

An analysis of o al reading errors/Of a sample of part-Fawaiian second

graders revealed cofis stent patterns of-errors= as well as differences in

the strategies used,b good and poor readers. In general the results confirmed

the findings of other investigators (Fairbanks,, 1937; Swadson, 19374 Weber,

19701 and Cohen, 1975)

context. Cohen's (19 5) finding that poor readers relied on.letter cues,

)

rather than context, as also supported. In add'itibn, good readers corrected

a significatly highe percentage of errors than did poor\eaders, as seported

by Clay (167, 1969). However, differences in percent of, errors showing use

that good readers were more skilled in the use of

20
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of context made by.the'subjects.of this study and those in the Clay and.

Weber studies were apparent. Fraally, the information provided by tbe
ft

0

oral reading error kamalysis led to suggestions for improving the children's
. ,

program of reading instruction.

,

f
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